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Item# Model Size Colour
HG3101 GoToob+ Small   53ml   clear
HG3111 GoToob+ Small   53ml   green
HG3131 GoToob+ Small   53ml   red
HG3141 GoToob+ Small   53ml   orange

HG3104 GoToob+ Medium  74ml  clear
HG3114 GoToob+ Medium  74ml  green
HG3124 GoToob+ Medium  74ml  blue
HG3144 GoToob+ Medium  74ml  orange

HG3107 GoToob+ Large  100ml  clear
HG3117 GoToob+ Large  100ml  green
HG3127 GoToob+ Large  100ml  blue
HG3137 GoToob+ Large  100ml  red

HG3109 GoToob+ XL  177ml  clear
HG3119 GoToob+ XL  177ml  green
HG3129 GoToob+ XL  177ml  blue

HG3181 GoToob+ 3 Pack Small  53ml  clear/green/blue
HG3182 GoToob+ 3 Pack Small  53ml  clear/red/orange
HG3183 GoToob+ 3 Pack Small  53ml  clear/purple/turquoise

HG3184 GoToob+ 3 Pack Medium  74ml  clear/green/blue
HG3185 GoToob+ 3 Pack Medium  74ml  clear/red/orange
HG3186 GoToob+ 3 Pack Medium  74ml  clear/purple/turquoise

HG3187 GoToob+ 3 Pack Large  100ml  clear/green/blue
HG3188 GoToob+ 3 Pack Large  100ml  clear/red/orange
HG3189 GoToob+ 3 Pack Large  100ml  clear/purple/turquoise

Lock mode is 20 times  
more resistant to leaks and  

accidental opening.

Textured writing area. Stand up base for easier,  
hands-free filling.

Clearer size labelling.

GoToob+®, the new standard  
in silicone bottles. 

The civilised, squeezable travel tube.
The new GoToob+® is made from soft, rugged silicone that’s easy 
to squeeze and gets every last drop out; the small, medium, and 
large sizes are air travel approved (TSA); and all sizes are food-
safe (FDA). 

GoToob+® also offers a bunch of new features that no other soft 
travel bottle in the world has:

® tubes have been contoured   

™

The GoToob+® collar has our exclusive LoopLock™, which makes 
it almost impossible to accidentally open the cap, further 
reducing the chance of any leakage. The LoopLock™ can also be 
used to hang the tube from a hook or clip it to the outside of a 
pack. There’s also a textured area on the collar where you can 
write in the contents with a permanent marker.

All GoToob+® are 100% BPA-free, PC-free, and phthalate-free.  
They are also covered by our lifetime warranty.



For everything that you can’t squeeze out  
of a GoToob®, there’s GoTubb™!
The GoTubb™’s design allows you to open and close it with only  
one hand. Just squeeze the sides and the lid is released. To close, 
simply press back on. 

The GoTubb™ works great with a number of dry contents including 
pills, snacks, vitamins, change, you name it. A textured labelling 
area resists being rubbed off and the transparent tops let you see 
what is inside without opening them. 

The GoTubb™ is FDA-food safe, completely recyclable and  
100% BPA free and PC-free.

Item# Model Size Colour
HG0210 GoTubb 3-Pack Small  14cc  clear/green/blue
HG0220 GoTubb 3-Pack Medium  86cc  clear/green/blue
HG0232 GoTubb 2-Pack Large 170cc  clear/blue

Just squeeze the sides  
and the lid is released.

Recessed, textured  
writing area.

Transparent tops for  
ease of viewing.

Available in three   
convenient sizes.

Patented worldwide, 
the GoTubb™’s ingenious 
design opens and closes 

with just one hand. 



GoBites™, the civilised travel 
utensils that are equally at home  
in the countryside or at work.

Combination fork and spoon.
The GoBites™ Uno is built with smarter 
ends, including a spoon deep enough 
to slurp soup and low-curvature edges 
to scrape container walls. The fork has 
tines long enough to twirl spaghetti and 
“splitter tines” on each edge for easy 
soft-food splitting. The unique U-shaped 
head orientation also makes Uno much 
more comfortable to hold compared to 
competitive combination tools that poke 
and jab you.

Item# Model Colour
HG0402 GoBites Uno   blue

Connecting fork and spoon.
The Duo utensils are each long enough 
to be used separately and both are 
optimised for what they need to do. 
The tools snap together in an ultra-
compact nested mode. They can also be 
re-connected end-to-end for eating out 
of rehydrated food bags, or deep food 
containers. 

Item# Model Colour
HG0412 GoBites Duo   blue

Large spoon form and  
low curvature edges help  

you slurp and scrape.

In nesting mode, Duo is
fantastically compact.

Click features a unique 
 sliding-locking mechanism.

Click is the most compact
members of the GoBites™ family.

Click
Compact fork and spoon.
Just like the Duo, the Click has a trick up its 
sleeve. While the Duo fork and spoon snap 
together to form an extra-long utensil, the 
Click utensils go in the other direction—they 
collapse to around half their normal size, 
making them the most compact members of 
the GoBites™ family. Thanks to a unique sliding-

stiffness or clean-ability. The Click utensils 
are made from the same ultra-durable nylon 
material as the rest of the GoBites™.

Item# Model Colour
HG0450 GoBites Click   grey  
HG0452 GoBites Click   blue

NEW

HG0490-DKGRY    GoBites Uno (Bulk)     dark gray
HG0490-LTGRN    GoBites Uno (Bulk)    light green
HG0490-MDGRN GoBites Uno (Bulk)    medium green
HG0490-DKBL    GoBites Uno (Bulk)    dark blue
HG0490-MAG   GoBites Uno (Bulk)    magenta
HG0490-ORG GoBites Uno (Bulk)    orange
HG0490-RED   GoBites Uno (Bulk)    red

GoBites™ are made from extremely durable nylon and backed by a lifetime warranty. 
GoBites™ are also BPA-free, PC-free and phthalate-free.



Utensil set with travel case.

lightweight, durable utensils will stand up to years of abuse. The Trio tools 
are designed with eating in mind - comfortable to hold but robust enough for 
serious eating. The knife blade is sharp enough to cut a piece of chicken and 
the fork tines are long enough to twirl spaghetti. Handy touches like an included 

Item# Model Colour
HG0420 GoBites Trio   grey
HG0422 GoBites Trio   blue

The Trio set features a
unique arrangement for
super compact storage.

Trio includes a serrated
knife that really cuts and an

integrated bottle opener.

  Light weight and  
incredible strength.

 Titanium “splitter tines”  
on each fork edge for easy  

soft-food splitting.

GoBites™ have received:

Red Dot Design Award

Fast Company Innovation  
By Design Award

Spark Design Award

International Design 
Excellence Award

iF Design Award 

GoBites™ are made from extremely durable  
nylon and backed by a lifetime warranty.  
GoBites™ are also BPA-free, PC-free and phthalate-free.

Ti-Uno Titanium
Ultralight fork and spoon.
Although the GoBites™ Uno is among 
the strongest portable utensils on the 
market, there’s something about a classic 
titanium spork that just never goes out of 
style. The Ti-Uno keeps the same great 
features of the original Uno while sporting 

of the lightweight and incredible strength of 
titanium. The result is a ultralight do-it-
all camping utensil that is so durable we 
probably don’t even need to bother with our 
famous lifetime warranty. But don’t worry, 
we will anyway.

Item# Model Colour
HG0440 GoBites Ti-Uno   titanium



The capCAP+™ is not only compatible with more bottles 
than the original capCAP™, but it also has some great 
new features like the “CapKeeper” that holds the 
small cap back when you drink and rubberized grips 
on the small cap that make it easier to twist open. 

opening is too big to drink from without spilling. Narrow-mouth 
bottles are great to drink from but you can forget about putting ice 
cubes in them, let alone cleaning them. 

capCAP+™ offers the best of both worlds. Drink spill-free through 

Don’t forget that the wide, rounded strap is more comfortable to 
hold too.

The capCAP+™ is 100% BPA-free, polycarbonate-free, and  
phthalate-free, and both caps are made with FDA-approved,  
food-safe polypropylene (#5) plastic and silicone.

Item# Model Size Colour
HG0525 CapCAP+  63mm   black

Splash-free spout for  
easy drinking.

Wide opening for cleaning  
or adding fruit/ice.

Rubberized grips on
 the small cap.

The capCAP+™ is compatible with  
most popular BPA-free wide-mouth 
and stainless steel bottles.

New CapKeeper holds cap  
in place whilst in use.



Introducing the first modular storage system 
designed for humans — humangear Stax™. 
All humangear Stax™ containers click together with a simple, 
quick 180° twist for effortless organisation. Each container 
features its own leak-tight lid, and there’s a removable 
ClipHandle on top. Take one, take a bunch — it’s your stuff, take 
what you want.

humangear Stax™ small, medium, and large currently come in 
one colour — spectrum. Spectrum features four transparent 
containers, a ClipHandle, and orange, grey, blue, and green lids. 

The Stax™ containers are FDA food-safe, dishwasher-safe, 
and microwave-safe, and it’s backed by humangear’s famous 
lifetime warranty.

Item# Model / Size Dimensions (L x W x H) 
HG0800 Stax Small 40 x 38 x 165 mm  
HG0810 Stax Medium  x  21057  57 x  mm 
HG0820 Stax Large  80 x 80 x 235 mm 

Colour
 clear/spectrum
 clear/spectrum
 clear/spectrum

Containers click together and open/
close with a simple 180° twist.

Side ribs align to confirm 
containers are sealed.

Lids store on container  
bases – no lost lids.

ClipHandle securely  
attaches to a backpack
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Burton McCall Limited
163 Parker Drive, Leicester, LE4 0JP

Tel Main Switchboard: 0116 234 4600

www.burton-mccall.co.uk
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Sales Offi ec 
Tel: 0116 234 4611/4622
Email: sales@burton-mccall.com

Customer Services
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